Lock-N-Load® Light Strip
Mounting Instructions

1.) The Hornady® Lock-N-Load® Light Strip can be mounted to most smooth, clean surfaces. Before mounting, place light strip in desired location to check fit and operation of press, as well as cord length. To prevent damage to the light and cord, no moving part of the press or equipment should come in contact with the light or cord.

2.) To mount light, clean surface where light strip is to be mounted with a non-residue forming cleaner such as rubbing alcohol or similar cleaner. Cleaning solution should be tested with surface to ensure it will not harm surface.

3.) Remove paper backing and firmly press one end of light strip onto surface. While moving down the light, firmly press light against surface to ensure proper adhesion.

4.) Route the light cord around the press avoiding moving components. On the Hornady® Lock-N-Load® AP Press, the cord will fit under the catch bin bracket on the left side of the press.

5.) Plug light into supplied power supply.